
CONSULTATION
 Whatever your needs are, we can work

together to set up an in-person
consultation if that is your preference,
however, we will have a better idea of how
long a regular clean in your home will take
after we dive in and assess. 

FIRST CLEAN
Our first time cleaning your home will be a
magical experience! We will set the standard of
our future visits and be sure to take extra
special care in areas that are typically
neglected day to day. (Don't worry about it, sis!)
This visit we will focus on bringing all areas of
your kitchen, bathrooms, bedrooms, offices,
hallways etc to its intentional glory! 

HOME CLEANING



 

You're going to look at your space as a brand
new place! We may take a little longer on this
one, but future visits will be much shorter :)

FIRST CLEAN - WHAT TO
EXPECT
When your Home is cleaned for the first time,
you can expect anywhere from 2-4 Cleaning
Specialists to arrive to your Home ready to
make it shine!  We do this to ensure we as
thorough and efficient as possible.  Since our
rate is based on a 'per person' basis - the
price will remain the same no mattern how
many Cleaaner's you have in your home as all
of our Cleaning Specialists have been trained
with  MIKW STANDARDS training.  



This is the mother of all cleaning services. We'll
spend our time focusing on the areas that you
rarely get to, whether it is baseboards, blinds,
behind the fridge and stove or under your bed.
You name it, and we'll focus on it!

DEEP CLEAN

This service is designed to maintain your
quality standard after a "first clean" service!
We will offer this service on a regular schedule
that is convenient for you. 

STANDARD CLEAN

 You can expect us to arrive approximately
one hour within your booked time.  We will be
sure to let you know if we will be early or late
though!  We bring all supplies and equipment
- so just sit back, relax and enjoy your clean
home!  On your first Clean, we will bring you a
WELCOME PACKAGE with FAQ for future
cleanings! 


